
BAGNODESIGN 

EXPERTLY CRAFTED BATHROOMS 

General Installation Guide 

NOTE: Wash basin not included, it is only used for illustrative purposes. 

 A member of  SANIPEXGROUP 
Please leave these instructions with the customer 

BIARRITZ
WALL MOUNTED VANITY BASIN UNIT 





TOOLS REQUIRED (Not supplied) 
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SealantGun 

CD ! (_,J � 1r-----:o�,��0�1 
Spirit Level 

Tape Measure 

Drill and dril I bits 

Required when securing the cabinet to a wall. Use an appropriate size bit to match the 

wall fixing chosen (wall screws and fixings not supplied). 

To make installation easier it is recommended that you remove the drawer from the 

cabinet. Pull the drawer out, with both hands at each side of the drawer reach under the 

base of the drawer sides at the front and feel for the release mechanisms.



Once you have decided on a suitable position for your vanity unit, measure 850-900 

from finished floor level, mark out the drilling positions on the wall. Then measure the 

distance between the fixing holes to the bottom of the vanity. Use this measurement to 

draw a horizontal line across to fix the support bracket.

Drill the holes on the marking points .



Fix the support bar on the wall

Gently lift the cabinet into position and place on the support bracket. Make sure that 

the cabinet is securely held in place before letting go. When you are happy with the 

position of the cabinet, using wall fixings , fix the cabinet through the angle brackets at the 

rear of the unit, and then secure the vanity to the support bar fixing screws from the 

bottom vanity.



Put the drawer back into the unit. Fully extend the drawer runners and lower the drawer 

onto the runner pushing it closed, the drawer will click into place. Then fix the handles (Not 

included).

Install basin as per the basin installation, to finish please a bead of silicon around the top 

perimeter of the basin.



Note:
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